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Looking for something to read?  See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful.  We will be adding to the list over time.   
 

[Posted: April 6, 2020—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are generally higher this 

morning.  The EuroStoxx 50 is up 4.0% from its last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 

closed up 1.8% from the prior close.  Chinese markets were closed due to the Qingming Festival 

holiday.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a higher open.   
 

Happy Monday!  Global equities are rising on hopes that the pandemic is stabilizing.  We update 

the COVID-19 news.  Here are the details: 

 

COVID-19:  The official number of global cases is 1,280,046, with 69,789 fatalities and 

265,462 recoveries.  Here is the updated FT chart: 
 

 
 

We have received requests for a chart weighted by population.  We found this one yesterday. 

 

Daily Comment 
 

By Bill O’Grady, Thomas Wash, and 

Patrick Fearon-Hernandez, CFA 

http://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/reading-list/
https://www.ft.com/content/6b9a51ea-7cfa-449e-8dc9-635d33a197e8
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stock-markets-dow-update-4-6-2020-11586147411?shareToken=st0e36ff69188c46a0b3c1bd3cf55a2d3f
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/06/world/coronavirus-news.html?campaign_id=51&emc=edit_MBE_p_20200406&instance_id=17373&nl=morning-briefing&regi_id=5677267&section=topNews&segment_id=23973&te=1&user_id=cf9e3e54fec2ede829d24b038d8ab9e3
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
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Note that Japan’s numbers are rising at a slow pace but showing no signs of “bending.”  We 

suspect the recent action to declare a limited state of emergency (see below) is due to worries 

that an exponential rise may be in the offing. 
 

The virus news: 

• PM Johnson, the first G-7 leader with a confirmed case of COVID-19, has been 

hospitalized.  Foreign Secretary Raab is the designated successor if Johnson becomes 

incapacitated.  The PM’s office is suggesting his hospitalization is just for observation 

but there are reports that his condition has worsened.   

• U.S. officials are warning that this will be a difficult week.   

• Some European nations are preparing to ease movement restrictions.  Italy is considering 

serological testing to determine who can return to normal life and who must remain in 

lockdown.  Essentially, the presence of antibodies will determine if one has been infected 

and is now immune.   

• Ventilators have been a point of discussion with COVID-19; this report suggests that 

being put on the device is a grave situation that the majority don’t survive.   

• Japan has declared a state of emergency for seven prefectures.  The area includes Tokyo.  

There has been a surge of new cases in Japan.  

• A tiger at the Bronx Zoo has tested positive for COVID-19, an apparent case of humans 

infecting other mammals.  

• There have been a series of cell tower fires in the U.K. after rumors that 5G causes 

COVID-19 spread.   

• On a lighter note, a Finnish tradition appears to be catching on in the rest of the world.  

https://www.ft.com/content/402373d2-fc14-4880-8d48-c95d78204639
https://www.ft.com/content/402373d2-fc14-4880-8d48-c95d78204639
https://www.politico.eu/article/uk-foreign-secretary-appointed-designated-survivor-if-boris-johnson-catches-covid-19/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-k-prime-minister-boris-johnson-hospitalized-for-coronavirus-tests-11586119651?shareToken=st48580feeea6e4231a52f4110617651a8
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/apr/05/boris-johnson-admitted-to-hospital-with-coronavirus
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-coronavirus-cases-increase-sharply-led-by-the-u-s-11586076886?shareToken=st444f82e421e247599e1288c16d479973
https://nyti.ms/2UIkIYN
https://www.ft.com/content/1fa5ae87-b3b6-4708-b9c5-58d2077b8d95
https://nyti.ms/39EbGjL
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2020/04/02/826105278/ventilators-are-no-panacea-for-critically-ill-covid-19-patients?utm_campaign=storyshare&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_medium=social
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2020/04/02/826105278/ventilators-are-no-panacea-for-critically-ill-covid-19-patients?utm_campaign=storyshare&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_medium=social
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-04-06/japan-s-abe-moves-to-declare-emergencies-in-tokyo-osaka-areas
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2020/04/06/national/japan-shinzo-abe-state-of-emergency-tokyo-osaka/#.XosNuohKiUk
https://www.wsj.com/articles/tiger-at-bronx-zoo-believed-to-be-first-animal-to-exhibit-symptoms-of-covid-19-11586129678?shareToken=stcbc07ffb4f6d4bf0a424057b91553992
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2020/apr/04/uk-phone-masts-attacked-amid-5g-coronavirus-conspiracy-theory
https://nyti.ms/2xPjceE
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The policy news: 

• Our position has been that the COVID-19 recession would be historically deep in terms 

of magnitude but short in duration.  That belief was based on the expectation that 

policymakers would move quickly to support the economy and virus suppression efforts 

would relax by autumn.  Like all our forecasts, they are always subject to re-evaluation.  

We have three immediate concerns: 

o Although Congress moved with uncommon speed to pass a $2.0 trillion support 

package, passing is one thing…execution is another.  On Friday, small businesses 

were able to apply for loans for the first time.  Reports suggest the program has 

not gone well.  First, the Treasury didn’t get rules to banks until late Thursday.  

Second, banks put their own restrictions on the loans.  Borrowers went to banks to 

apply only to be turned away or faced with a myriad of rules.  Compare this mess 

with how Switzerland executed its program.  This stimulus will do little good if 

the process fails to deliver funding soon to small businesses.  We also note that 

large restaurant and hotel chains can tap this program, which probably means it 

will run out of capacity quickly. 

o While $2.0 trillion is a massive program, it probably isn’t enough.  Here’s a way 

of thinking about it—nominal U.S. GDP is near $22.0 trillion.  That means the 

U.S. economy generates around $418 billion per week.  The stimulus will fund 

the U.S. economy for about five weeks.  Obviously, we haven’t lost the entire 

economy; some level of business is still being conducted.  At the same time, 80% 

of U.S. counties, representing 96% of GDP, are on lockdown.  If the economy 

remains stalled beyond five or six weeks, additional help will probably be 

necessary.  Congress needs to be working on this now, just in case. 

o That being said, we do give credit to the Fed for moving rapidly and, so far, 

effectively.  We still think that at some point the central bank will need to dip into 

the junk bond market and support at least down to “B,” simply because too many 

large companies have fallen into the category.  Estimates now suggest the Fed’s 

balance sheet could end up at $9.0 trillion, well above its current $5.8 trillion, 

before things settle.   

• Meanwhile, Germany continues to push back against a Eurobond, instead calling for 

more emergency lending.  If this continues, the Eurozone will be in grave danger.  

• The UN is warning that it is facing a budget crunch due to spending on COVID-19.  

The economic news: 

• One observation from Friday’s March employment report is that there was significant 

divergence between the payroll survey and the household survey with reference to 

employment.  As most of you are aware, the employment report consists of two different 

surveys, one gathered from employers and the other from households.  The employer 

survey is where the non-farm payrolls number is generated.  The household report is 

where the unemployment rate comes from.  The two numbers often diverge; the payroll 

report will capture those working at traditional businesses, while the household report is 

better at capturing sole proprietors and gig workers.  In March, payrolls fell 976k; 

https://nyti.ms/2X6XA7Z
https://nyti.ms/2X6XA7Z
https://www.ft.com/content/b842ef12-75ba-11ea-90ce-5fb6c07a27f2
https://www.ft.com/content/9ab135d3-f85e-4ca8-9bb4-0e487e134b10
https://www.wsj.com/articles/big-restaurant-hotel-chains-won-exemption-to-get-small-business-loans-11586167200?shareToken=st6430f3fee3eb465f8f401863891968ac
https://www.wsj.com/articles/state-coronavirus-shutdowns-have-taken-29-of-u-s-economy-offline-11586079001?shareToken=st13cceae87c59472baa0d45e14d613e92
https://www.wsj.com/articles/state-coronavirus-shutdowns-have-taken-29-of-u-s-economy-offline-11586079001?shareToken=st13cceae87c59472baa0d45e14d613e92
https://www.wsj.com/articles/credit-markets-show-signs-of-stabilizing-after-historic-fed-intervention-11586165402?shareToken=stb3a94f75b1cf4f33b129880ab972aff3
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/30/bailout-coronavirus-156604?nname=playbook&nid=0000014f-1646-d88f-a1cf-5f46b7bd0000&nrid=0000014e-f0fe-dd93-ad7f-f8ff7e250002&nlid=630318
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/30/bailout-coronavirus-156604?nname=playbook&nid=0000014f-1646-d88f-a1cf-5f46b7bd0000&nrid=0000014e-f0fe-dd93-ad7f-f8ff7e250002&nlid=630318
https://www.ft.com/content/ec10b41a-84af-4e44-ad3f-5bb86b6e1eaa
https://www.ft.com/content/ec10b41a-84af-4e44-ad3f-5bb86b6e1eaa
https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/en/newsroom/news/maas-scholz-corona/2330904?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=a1f43744b0-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_04_06_05_10&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-a1f43744b0-190334489
https://www.ft.com/content/f21cf708-759e-11ea-ad98-044200cb277f?emailId=5e8a9f055dd2240004acb57d&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/u-n-official-warns-of-dire-financial-crisis-due-to-coronavirus-in-leaked-documents/
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employment from the household survey plunged 2.9 million.  The household survey is 

sobering, suggesting conditions are much worse than they look. 

 

• Emerging market economies are reeling from COVID-19.  Default risks are rising, 

reflected in recent dollar strength.   

• Supply chains are payment chains in reverse.  Goods and services flow one direction, 

money the other.  Supply chains work due to financing.  There are growing worries, again 

seen in recent dollar strength, that these supply chains are being threatened by funding 

issues.   

• Texas is being especially hard hit from COVID-19.   
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• Shipping firms are facing an employee problem.  Some sailors are stuck in port due to 

lockdowns.  This is leaving ship crews working extreme hours.  Simply put, those on 

ships are being stretched to the limit, while others can’t get to their vessels.   

• Hoarding isn’t just for households.  Countries are restricting food exports.   

https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-coronavirus-cases-increase-sharply-led-by-the-u-s-11586076886?shareToken=st444f82e421e247599e1288c16d479973
https://www.ft.com/content/e3634816-66bd-4355-bc71-156016761dab
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supply-chain-finance-is-new-risk-in-crisis-11585992601?shareToken=st19780b3be0494a2d94d31097aa84148b
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supply-chain-finance-is-new-risk-in-crisis-11585992601?shareToken=st19780b3be0494a2d94d31097aa84148b
https://www.wsj.com/articles/texas-gets-double-punch-from-coronavirus-and-oil-shock-theres-no-avoiding-this-one-11586113727?shareToken=st2011f3a480d54cacbb50c78154ff5974
https://www.wsj.com/articles/ships-are-moving-but-exhausted-sailors-are-stuck-at-sea-under-coronavirus-restrictions-11586084402?shareToken=st650019732e0e4c77b3c6bf172c942ffb
https://www.ft.com/content/5c8cbc60-aec0-4f3d-b0e2-a5e44f0c6f74?emailId=5e8b06e35dd2240004acb9c0&segmentId=2785c52b-1c00-edaa-29be-7452cf90b5a2
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The market news: 

• Oil prices plunged overnight on news that a spat between Russia and the Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia (KSA) has delayed today’s scheduled meeting on output reduction.  The 

meeting will be held on Thursday.  We have seen prices rally off the lows as the market 

is betting that a deal will be made at some point.  However, the fact that a “you started it; 

no, you started it” fight between adult leaders of Russia and the KSA has led to a delay is 

a clear indication that managing these egos will be a challenge.   

• Meanwhile, President Trump has backed away from his threat to implement tariffs on oil.  

Although such ideas have been circulating for some time, it is important to note that a 

tariff might not be all that effective in propping up prices.  Assume the U.S. puts a $10 

per barrel tariff on imported oil.  Foreign prices will likely fall in response, but perhaps 

even more importantly the dollar will soar.  The dollar strength will have unintended 

consequences for the global financial system.  If the government wants to support oil 

producers (after all, why should any government outside of OPEC want higher oil 

prices), a better tactic would be to do what we do for farmers.  Simply set a price for oil 

and pay oil companies the difference between the world price and the desired price.  

Although this would require a massive “spend” of political capital, we could see it as part 

of a stimulus bill. 

• So, will we get a deal or not?  We suspect that a deal will be struck and will likely 

collapse in short order.  Both Russia and the KSA want a wide agreement with other 

producers to prevent the loss of market share.  However, any reading of cartel behavior 

shows that the larger the cartel, the less likely it is that it will avoid free riders.   

• One interesting piece of evidence on how much oil demand has declined: air quality 

around the world is showing remarkable improvement.   

• One fallout from the virus is that Chinese household borrowing is slowing rapidly, and 

bad debt is rising.   

U.S. Economic Releases 
 

There were no economic releases prior to the publication of this report.  The table below shows 

the economic releases scheduled for the rest of the day. 
 

EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

9:45 Jolts Job Opening m/m Feb 6500 6963 **

9:45 Consumer Credit m/m Feb $14.000 Bil $12.021 Bil **

Fed Speakers or Events

Economic Releases

No speakers or events scheduled  
 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

https://www.ft.com/content/9c1b672f-7fc0-470b-8db6-ddf1874cb263?emailId=5e8a9f055dd2240004acb57d&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.wsj.com/articles/saudi-russia-war-of-words-delays-oil-truce-talks-11586001480?shareToken=st5c8b4c15b5ae4a92bdf5bc2deba832d6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/saudi-russia-war-of-words-delays-oil-truce-talks-11586001480?shareToken=st5c8b4c15b5ae4a92bdf5bc2deba832d6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/oil-investors-grow-desperate-for-supply-cuts-amid-glut-11586088000?shareToken=st552079e0a7614bf79f0b572412b6dca0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/oil-investors-grow-desperate-for-supply-cuts-amid-glut-11586088000?shareToken=st552079e0a7614bf79f0b572412b6dca0
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-lockdowns-clear-the-air-but-the-green-effect-could-be-fleeting-11586095204?shareToken=stc201fa6e9bdd492c9bb03e7f4974164d
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-lockdowns-clear-the-air-but-the-green-effect-could-be-fleeting-11586095204?shareToken=stc201fa6e9bdd492c9bb03e7f4974164d
https://www.wsj.com/articles/kept-at-home-by-the-coronavirus-many-chinese-fall-behind-on-their-debts-11586079000?shareToken=st6ba81bdb79e943e7894489f48d296da0
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also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will add 

a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation.  
 
Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

Japan Consumer Confidence Index m/m Mar 30.9 38.4 35.0 *** Equity bearish, bond bearish

India Markit India PMI Composite m/m Mar 50.6 57.6 ** Equity and bond neutral

Markit India PMI Services m/m Mar 49.3 57.5 ** Equity bearish, bond bearish

Australia Melbourne Institute Inflation m/m Mar 0.2% -0.1% ** Equity and bond neutral

New Zealand ANZ Commodity Price m/m Mar -2.1% -2.1% ** Equity and bond neutral

Europe

Eurozone Sentix Investor Confidence m/m Apr -42.9 -17.1 -37.5 *** Equity bearish, bond bearish

Germany Factory orders m/m Mar -1.4% 5.5% -2.5% ** Equity and bond neutral

Markit Germany Construction m/m Mar 42.0 55.8 ** Equity bearish, bond bearish

UK GfK Consumer Confidence m/m Mar 17.4 52.1 22.5 ** Equity bearish, bond bearish

New Car Registrations m/m Mar -44.4% -2.9% ** Equity bearish, bond bearish

Markit/CIPS UK Construction m/m Mar 39.3 52.6 44.0 ** Equity bearish, bond bearish

Russia Money Supply Narrow Def w/w 27-Mar 11.48 Tril 11.28 Tril ** Equity and bond neutral

Wellbeing Fund m/m Mar $165.4 Bil $123.1 Bil ** Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Mexico Leading Indicators m/m Jan -8.8% -3.0% -8.9% ** Equity and bond neutral

Vehicle Production m/m Mar 261805 326183 ** Equity and bond neutral

Vehicle Exports m/m Mar 285075 266035 ** Equity and bond neutral

Brazil FGV Inflation IGP-DI y/y Mar 7.0% 6.4% 6.6% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish  
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
 

Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 139 137 2 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 6 8 -2 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 132 130 2 Up

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 8 7 1 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 0.66 0.60 0.06 Neutral

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -34 -34 0 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) -63 -67 4 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar Up Neutral

euro Flat Up

yen Down Up

pound Up Down

franc Down Up  
 

Commodity Markets 

 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
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Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $32.84 $34.11 -3.72% Postponement of OPEC meeting

WTI $27.27 $28.34 -3.78%

Natural Gas $1.64 $1.62 1.36%

Crack Spread $6.40 $6.56 -2.41%

12-mo strip crack $6.59 $7.52 -12.31%

Ethanol rack $1.15 $1.15 -0.43%

Gold $1,635.63 $1,620.81 0.91%

Silver $14.52 $14.39 0.91%

Copper contract $220.70 $219.25 0.66%

Corn contract 329.75$       330.75$       -0.30%

Wheat contract 561.00$       549.25$       2.14%

Soybeans contract 850.50$       854.25$       -0.44%

Baltic Dry Freight 616 624 -8

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts currently call for colder-than-normal temperatures for most of 

the country, with warmer-than-normal temperatures in Florida and California.  Wet conditions 

are expected for most of the country.
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Asset Allocation Weekly 
 

Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using 

“top down,” or macro, analysis. We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this 

section every Friday. Note that this report is also offered as a separate document on our website. 
 

April 3, 2020 
 

Earlier this year and late last year we recorded a series of podcast episodes that examined the 

issue of making decisions under conditions of uncertainty.  Episode #5 discussed the issue in 

broad terms, offering a general framework for examining such decisions.  In the end, the key to 

making these decisions comes down to process.  Without a sound process, decision makers can 

swing wildly on new information or take unconsidered risks.  In Episode #6, Mark Keller 

discussed this topic with a specific focus on how we make decisions in equity portfolio 

management.  In Episode #9, Greg Ellston did the same for asset allocation. 

 

Recently, the Asset Allocation Committee met to make portfolio adjustments.  In the nearly two 

decades of being involved in such procedures, the current environment is perhaps the most 

unique for all members of the committee.  Simply put, we are in an area of substantial 

uncertainty.  The term “uncertainty” is not used lightly; we view the word in the sense analyzed 

by Frank Knight in his seminal work, Risk, Uncertainty and Profit.  Risk is where known 

probabilities can be assigned; games of chance such as roulette fall into the category.  

Uncertainty occurs when probabilities cannot be accurately assigned.  That is the world in which 

most portfolio management decisions are made. 

 

In our recent reallocation, which is detailed in the Asset Allocation Quarterly, our general 

position is that the economy is almost certainly in recession, but financial markets have already 

discounted much of the damage of a downturn.  Unlike most recessions, which occur due to 

policy error, geopolitical event, or inflation, this one is caused by a pandemic, which has almost 

no modern historical parallels.  We have seen extreme and severe market moves already; the 

decline in equities is one of the fastest on record.  New low yields have been established for 

long-duration Treasuries.  Credit spreads have widened to levels not seen since the Great 

Financial Crisis.  The key issue the committee had to determine was the likelihood that 

conditions would worsen beyond what the financial markets had already discounted.  Our 

determination was that the odds that market conditions could get worse is possible but less likely 

than the prospect that much of the bad news is already factored into asset prices.  That doesn’t 

mean that some element of caution isn’t appropriate but establishing the best positions to reduce 

portfolio risk is critical. 

 

There were three themes that we applied to the asset allocation portfolio changes: 

1. The sharp decline in long-duration Treasury yields reduces the utility of this asset class in 

reducing portfolio risk.  Our earlier position in this asset class has served our asset 

allocation portfolios well, but the utility was deemed to be near exhaustion.  There were 

two reasons for this determination.  First, the expansion of the Federal Reserve’s balance 

sheet will tend to raise inflation fears and thus slow further declines in long-dated 

Treasury yields.  Second, the Fed’s actions to narrow credit spreads will offer better 

https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/asset-allocation-reports/asset-allocation-weekly/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/podcasts/
https://www.amazon.com/Risk-Uncertainty-Profit-Frank-Knight/dp/1614276390
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/Asset_Allocation_Quarterly_Q220_prelim.pdf
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opportunities in investment-grade credit.  To that end, we shortened duration and 

increased corporate bond exposure. 

2. The massive expansion of liquidity should favor precious metals.  Although the dollar has 

been very strong due to the global scramble for dollars to service foreign-issued, dollar-

denominated debt, the Fed has opened swap lines and other programs to improve global 

dollar liquidity.  We expect these actions to temper the dollar eventually.  The importance 

of gold as a portfolio hedge remains in place.  An allocation to silver was introduced in 

the Growth and Aggressive Growth strategies. 

3. We adjusted the portfolios regarding risk tolerance.  Historically, steep declines in 

equities coupled with policy support have generally led to eventual recoveries in equities.  

There was an increase in equity exposure across all the strategies with the largest 

increases seen in the Growth and Aggressive Growth strategies.  In these higher risk-

tolerance portfolios, we added an allocation to emerging markets, which have fallen 

precipitously in this downturn. 

Our CIO (and CEO) Mark Keller is fond of saying “we are not soothsayers, but oddsmakers.”  

We are not predicting with certainty that the bottom in equities is in place or that credit won’t 

deteriorate further.  But, what we have seen from policymakers and our own analysis of how we 

believe the COVID-19 virus and the response will evolve over time leads us to the conclusion 

that the aforementioned three points are reasonable responses to current conditions.   

  
 
 
 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative 
purposes only and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  The investment or strategy 
discussed may not be suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment 
objectives and financial circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  
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Data Section 
 

 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 4/3/2020 close)  
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These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 4/3/2020 close) 
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Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 

 

April 2, 2020 
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Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 16.1x, down 3.9x from last week.  The decline in 

the P/E was caused by incorporating data for Q2. 

 

 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 

 

 
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes two actual quarters (Q3 and Q4) and two estimates (Q1). We take the S&P average for the quarter 
and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect (it will 
tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data and 
avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


